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The short answer would be… a lot. The long answer is that GA4 is Google’s solution to a couple of big 
problems facing the future of digital marketing analytics. 

One key issue that GA4 seeks to address are the privacy concerns and new legislation around the use 
of cookies (we’ll talk more about that later). The second is how brands can correctly attribute visitors 
across different devices and between websites and apps. 

GA4 moves to solve these issues by using a fundamentally different way of tracking users, based on 
an events model. Instead of tying together hits within a session based on data stored in a cookie (as 
with GA3), GA4 instead records every user interaction as an event, with these events then being 
associated with users or groups of users. 

What is new about GA4?



To get started with GA4, we have a few options open to us. However, at the outset, it is 
important to note that GA4 will only start collecting data from the time that it is installed 
and cannot pull historical data over from Universal Analytics (GA3). 

With that said, the two avenues available for deploying GA4 are to use the ‘GA4 Setup 
Assistant’ to upgrade an existing Universal Analytics property to GA4, or to create and new 
GA4 property from scratch and install the tracking code.

For more information on both these options, feel free to take a look at our GA4 
Implementation Guide.

The Basics – Getting Started



In the last section we talked about Events, but what are events in GA4?

“An event allows you to measure a distinct user interaction on a website or app. For 
example, loading a page, clicking a link, and completing a purchase are all interactions you 
can measure with events.”

By default, GA4 collects more than 40 types of events, some without the need for any 
configuration (note that many are specific to apps only). However, the real power of GA4 is 
that it allows us to create custom events to track anything that we’d like. For website data, 
there is no limit on the number of events that can be collected, and a limit of 500 for apps.

What are Events in GA4?



Those familiar with events in Universal Analytics will remember that they were limited to collecting an 
action, label and category. This is not the case in GA4.

GA4 events can collect up to 25 different properties, describing the who, what, where, when and how 
the event happened. In GA4, these properties are called parameters. 
For example, we could collect an event called Applied for Programme, which could have parameters 
including, Department Name, Programme Type and Mode of Study.

The data collected in custom events will need to be configured by a web developer, but the events 
themselves can be set up within GA4 or Google Tag Manager.

Custom Events



Before we dive into looking at specific GA4 reports and features, it is worth mentioning a few key differences between 
what we are used to seeing in Universal Analytics versus GA4.

UsersBefore we dive into looking at specific GA4 reports and features, it is worth mentioning a few key differences 
between what we are used to seeing in Universal Analytics versus GA4.

Users

In UA the primary user metric is ‘Total Users’ while GA4 uses ‘Active Users’ (users with an engaged session).

Engagement

In UA we are used to Bounce Rate and Average Time on Site/Page. In GA4 these have been replaced with Engagement 
Rate and Average Engagement Time. In GA4 an ‘engaged session’ is one that lasts for more than 10 seconds or has 
triggered more than one event (unless a conversion, then only one is needed). Engagement Time is calculated as the 
average time between the first engagement (event) and the last. 

In UA the primary user metric is ‘Total Users’ while GA4 uses ‘Active Users’ (users with an engaged session).

Other key differences



Cookies

There are some misconceptions floating around online that GA4 does not use data from cookies, 
it does. However, unlike Universal Analytics which was entirely reliant on cookies for analytics 
and remarketing, GA4 uses a system of blended signals to identify and track users. If we assign 
users with our own ID, these can also be passed to GA4.

GA4 utilises data from 1st party cookies (where available) as well as Google logged-in user data 
in Google Signals. In cases where neither cookies nor Signals are available, GA4 can fall back on 
modelled data which exploits machine learning to tie together and attribute events to 
anonymous users.  

Other key differences



Reports: 
Acquisition

Living within the Life Cycle report Collection, the Acquisition section is likely to be one of the more familiar group of 
reports for regular Universal Analytics users.

This section consists of three reports: Overview, User Acquisition and Traffic Acquisition.

Here we can find information about the channels, mediums and campaigns that drove users to our website. As with all 
things in GA4, we can not only see our basic engagement metrics, but we are also able to see which events and 
conversion events were triggered from each of our acquisition channels. For example, if we have an event ‘Applied for 
Programme’ marked as a conversion (more on this later), we can at a glance see which channels drove that 
conversion. 

Reports: 
Acquisition



Reports: 
Engagement 

The Engagement section of GA4 is somewhat analogous to the Behaviour section of Universal Analytics. This 
time, however, the primary focus is events rather than pages.

This section consists of: Engagement Overview, Events, Conversions, and Pages and Screens. 

As mentioned previously, conversions are a big feature of GA4. Unlike UA where each conversion was set as a 
Goal (viewed a page or triggered an event), in GA4 any event can be marked as a conversion with the flip of a 
toggle. For both events and conversions, we can see how many were triggered and how many users triggered 
them.



Universal Analytics gave us a lot of focus on pages, with the All Pages, Landing Pages and Content Drilldown 
reports. GA4, on the other hand, puts much less emphasis on pages.

Within the Engagement section we have the Pages and Screens report. This is our one-stop-shop for analysing 
pageviews (Views in GA4) and landing sessions (the Session_Start event in GA4). If, like us, you have a website 
with pages numbering in the thousands or millions, one of the first things that you will notice is the ‘(other)’ 
grouping.

An important point to note is that while GA4 does not sample data like UA, is does employ cardinality to reports. 
Fortunately, there are a couple of ways to avoid this. One option is to enable the Google BigQuery export and 
report from there using a tool like Google Data Studio – but this comes with associated costs and technical 
requirements. The other option is to use GA4’s report customisation function and build yourself a Landing Pages 
and/or All Pages report. A guide to which is here.

Reports: 
Engagement 

https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/9309767?hl=en
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/ga4-landing-page-report/457298/


Reports: 
Monetization

The third and final section in the in the Life Cycle Collection is Monetization. This section is focussed on e-
commerce websites and apps, and contains the reports; Overview, Ecommerce Purchases, In-app Purchases 
and Publisher Ads. 

As someone who doesn’t work within the ecommerce sector, I don’t spend an awful lot (or any) time in this 
section. However, if you do have any areas of your website which are monetised via purchases, GA4 includes 
several ecommerce specific events preconfigured out of the box. It is only necessary to ask your web 
development team to configure certain required parameters to be available to GA4 in the Data Layer, then 
Google can detect and trigger these events. For more information on how to do this, see Google’s guide. 

https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/collection/ga4/ecommerce?client_type=gtag


Reports: 
Demographics 
& Tech 

Before we move away from the standard reporting suite of GA4 and talk more about custom reporting, we’ll 
finish with a brief intro to the User report Collection. 

This grouping consists of two sections; Demographics and Tech. Demographics is where we can find 
information on which countries, cities, languages, age, genders and interests are driving traffic and 
engagement on our website. Please note though, that in order to see (some) information on age and gender, 
you will have to enable Google Signals in Admin > Property > Data Settings > Data Collection. 

The Tech section is where we can find information on devices, browsers and operating systems. Again, being 
GA4, we can also see which events and conversions these categories are generating. 



Report Library

While the standard group of reports in GA4 might look rather small compared to Universal Analytics, one 
of the neat features of GA4 is that you can add and customise reports to meet your specific needs. Say 
hello to the Library. 

Here we can see and customise our Collections. These are the groupings of reports in the left menu (Life 
Cycle and User by default). When we create a new custom report, we can add it to an existing Collection 
or even create a new one from scratch. New reports within Collections or new Collections themselves can 
be made visible to all users added to the GA4 Property, although only users with Admin access can do 
this. 



Report
Library

When it comes to new custom reports, we have lots of options. First and foremost, GA4 asks us whether we would like an 
overview report or a detailed report. Overview reports consists of cards, with each card calling out the headline figures for a 
specific metric. These reports can be really useful for quick and digestible summaries. 

If we need more details we can, unsurprisingly, opt for a detailed report. Here we have a few quick templates to choose from to 
get us started, however, if these are not relevant, we can opt to start from scratch. In this configuration, we can choose which
dimensions and metrics to include, as well as any charts, tables or filters are relevant. 

There is too much here to go into great detail, but there are plenty of great resources on YouTube from folks like Analytics Mania.



Explorations

Having talked about custom reports and Collections, I am now going to confuse matters by talking about 
Explorations. At first glance, reports and explorations serve very similar purposes, but there are a few key 
differences.

According to Google, “Explorations is a collection of advanced techniques that go beyond standard reports to 
help you uncover deeper insights about your customers' behavior”.

Explorations are intended for quick ad-hoc queries, allowing you to easily switch, combine and filter metrics and 
dimensions, with more options to visualise the results than are supported in standard reports. 



When you create a new Exploration, you will find a report editor not dissimilar to a pivot table in Microsoft Excel. 

On the left you have your list of variables. These are the dimensions, metrics and segments that you can use in 
your analysis. By default, there may only be a couple of each included (e.g. Date, Total Users and Active Users), 
however, you can add new ones using the + symbol. It is worth noting that this includes any custom dimensions 
and metrics that you have added, but we’ll talk more about that later.

Next, we have our tab settings. We can choose how we would like to visualise the data, be that a table, chart or 
map. Then we can choose which of our dimensions and metrics to include and apply any filters that are required. 

Explorations



This is probably one of the most confusing sections for those new to 
GA4, however, it can be very useful. So, let’s look at an example.

Let’s say that we are running PPC campaigns in Google Ads and 
what to know how those users are engaging with the website.

On the variables menu, we can add the dimensions Event Name 
and Session Campaign. For metrics, we can add Event Count and 
Total Users. From here, we can build ourselves a pivot table showing 
which events were triggered by each campaign, and now many users 
and events that represents. 

To do this we would drag Event Name to ROWS, Session Campaign 
to COLOUMNS and Event Count and Total Users to VALUES. 

Explorations



There are a few important things to note with Explorations in GA4.

• Unlike reports, Exploration can include multiple tabs, each with their own data, filters and 
visualisations. Think of this like its own little analytics microsite. 

• While you can select the date range for your Exploration in the Variables menu, you are limited 
to the look-back window set by your data retention settings. By default, GA4 only stores cookie 
based granular data for two months, and otherwise relies on aggregated data. This is fine for 
standard reports, but Explorations will be limited as they use cookie data. To change this, head 
to Admin > Property > Data Settings > Data Retention. Retention can be changed to 14 
months maximum.

• Exploration can be kept as personal to you or shared with all users (not individual users).

Explorations



Advertising

Those of us who generate website visits and conversions from multiple channels, such as organic, paid and referral, 
might be familiar with the Conversions reports in Universal Analytics. If so, worry not, as GA4 takes attribution 
modelling and turns it up a notch.

Within the Advertising section, we can explore attribution models and which touch-points – or combination of touch-
point – are driving conversions. Where GA4 improves on UA is the inclusion of data-driven modelling. 

Rather than limiting attribution to single model such as first or last click, GA4 uses AI and machine learning to 
generate the data-driven model. This uses machine learning to study both converting and non-converting paths and 
learns which combinations of touchpoints generate conversions. 



Configuration 

The final section to cover on the front-end of GA4 is the Configuration section. This is where we can see 
and manage all of our Events, Conversions, Audiences and Custom Definitions.

Events

Within the Events section we can see all of the active events in GA4. This will include all default or 
preconfigured events, as well as any custom events that we might be sending via Google Tag Manager 
etc. It is here that we have the option to modify any incoming events, for example renaming a non-user-
friendly value (‘AppFormSubmitted’ could be dynamically renamed to ‘Application Submitted’). 



Conversions

Here we can manage all of our conversion events. Events can be marked as conversions within the Events tab, or 
create and turned on/off in the Conversions section. We can also view any networks that our conversions are being 
shared across, such as Google Ads, Google Ad Manager, Search Ads 360 or DV360 – assuming that we have 
connected these products in the Admin section. However, we will cover this in the next section. 

Audiences

Audiences in GA4 can be thought of as Universal Analytics Segments and Audiences all rolled into one. Audiences can 
be used in reports across GA4 and are automatically shared with any connected products such as Google Ads, allowing 
for remarketing activity. 

Configuration 



Unlike Universal Analytics, where both Segments and Audiences were somewhat simplistic in their definition 
and scope, GA4 audiences can be configured to segment users on very specific conditions.

GA4 Audiences can target information about users (age, country, city, browser, device etc.) events, or 
dimensions - including custom dimensions. Audiences can contain multiple and/or conditions, as well as now 
supporting sequences and timings. 

For example, we could create an audience based on users who arrive via a specific referral channel, view a 
programme page, scroll all the way to the bottom of that page, and then within 30 minutes complete an enquiry 
form. 

Configuration 



Finally, within the Configuration section, we have the Custom Definitions tab. 

Custom Definitions cover both custom dimension and custom metrics. While Universal Analytics allowed 
us to create custom dimensions and metrics, we were limited in the number of each allowed and this 
often required input from web developers to implement. Not so with GA4.

If we choose to send custom events to GA4, these events will have associated parameters. For example, 
our example ‘Application Submitted’ event mentioned earlier may pass parameters including things like 
Programme Name, Department Name, Programme, Mode of Study or Start Term.

Configuration 



Event parameters on their own are not widely available 
across GA4 reports. However, in the Configuration > 
Custom Definitions tab, we can easily use these 
parameters to create custom dimensions.

To do this, we click on ‘Create Custom Dimensions’ 
button, specify the source event that we would like pull 
the parameter from (e.g. ‘Application Submitted’), and 
then specify the parameter that we would like to turn into 
a dimension (e.g. ‘Field of Study’). Hey presto, we now 
have a custom dimension that we can use anywhere in 
GA4!

Configuration 



The Admin section of GA4 can seem a bit intimidating at first, and there are too many 
settings to mention in this guide, yet it is still worth talking about a few of the more 
useful or critical settings.

The first thing to notice in GA4 is that we no longer have the option of creating 
multiple views within a Property. What would have been segmented using Views in UA 
can now be achieved in GA4 using filters, audiences, segments or Data Streams. 

The other sections of Admin share similarities with Universal Analytics, only with more 
options, greater flexibility and a stronger focus on privacy settings. 

Settings & Options 



Settings & 
Options

Property Settings

Here we can find the basic settings for our website/company, such as name, industry, time zone and 
currency settings.

Property Access Management

This is where Property by Property user access can be controlled. As with UA, any users granted access at 
the Account level will automatically inherit access to each Property created under that Account. User 
roles now include Viewer, Analyst, Editor and Administrator. Unique to GA4, we also have control over 
whether any user role under Admin level can view cost or revenue data (if being sent).



Settings &
Options

Data Streams

In GA4, Data Steams are where we manage connections to our analytics tag or tags, otherwise known as 
our Google Tags. Typically, a website will only require a single Data Stream, configured and setup when 
we create a new GA4 Property. For websites who have a corresponding mobile app, Data Streams will be 
needed for each Android or iOS app.

Data Streams have lots of settings that we won’t delve into here, but there are a few important settings 
to consider. The first are Enhanced Measurements. Here we can opt to automatically collect events such 
as page scrolls and file downloads, plus we can configure the parameters for our website search tool (if 
used). 

The other key thing in Data Steams is the Measurement ID. This important to be able to locate when 
setting up tracking in tools like Google Tag Manager. 



Settings & 
Options

Data Settings

Next up we have the Data Settings section. Here we can configure out Data Collection, Data Retention and Data 
Filters.

Under the Data Collection header, make sure that you enable Google Signals. This allows Google to use information 
it knows about users from their logged-in state (Google Account), helping to match-up cross device traffic, as well as 
sharing age, gender and interest data.

Under Data Retention, this is where we can change the default 2 months of data retention to 14 months, expanding 
the usefulness of Explorations. 

Finally, Data Filters let us block things like internal traffic from being counted.



Settings & 
Options

Product Links

Finally, the Product Links section is where we can associate our GA4 Property with any other Google service that we use and 
that we would like to share data between.

GA4 product integration across other Google services is much more robust than we are used to in UA. Tools such as Google 
Ads and Google Optimize can automatically pull audience, event and conversions data from GA4 once linked, without any 
additional configuration.

The BigQuery Links tool is also new to GA4. It allows us to connect our GA4 to Google BigQuery to back-up and store all our 
analytics data, in full and unsampled. This does, however, incur additional storage and querying costs. 



Any questions, email: 

marketing@keystoneacademic.com


